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Introduction 28
Perception of movements of other living beings is crucial for survival in most species, to the extent 29 that many vertebrate species have specialized neural systems for action observation. In humans, a 30 widespread network of interconnected brain areas (known as the action observation system -AOS) underlies 31 the comprehension of conspecifics' body movements and actions. This network includes the posterior 32 superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) (Puce and Perrett, 2003) , and two mirror system areas, the putative human 33 anterior intraparietal area (aIPS) and the ventral premotor/caudal inferior frontal gyrus complex (PMv/cIFG) 34 (Cattaneo and Rizzolatti, 2009) . Several TMS studies have demonstrated that stimulating the pSTS, the aIPS 35 and the PMv/cIFG regions produces selective impairment in visual recognition of neutral actions (Candidi et 2006). But is the AOS also important for the encoding of the emotional aspects of biological motion? 38
The perception of affective stimuli, irrespective of stimulus type, generally enhances the neural 39 response of core affective systems, situated within the limbic system (Adolphs, 2002; Phillips et al., 2003 ) 40 but emotional body movements are complex and their perception activates also a more widespread network 41 of subcortical and cortical regions, related to analysis of visual body features and more generally to action 42 observation and preparation (de Gelder et al., , 2010 Tamietto and de Gelder, 2011) . It is thus 43 crucial to understand whether the activation within the AOS is a mere side-effect of the type of stimuli (body 44 actions), independent from their content or whether AOS activity is causally linked to emotional recognition. 45
This issue has been explored in the literature in only two TMS studies; these found that perturbation of pSTS 46 (Candidi et al., 2011) and IPL (Engelen et al., 2015) selectively improved the recognition of fearful body 47 images. However, a limitation of both of these studies was that participants observed static images; human 48 bodies are dynamic in nature and the brain substrates used in processing static postures are likely to differ 49 from those engaged in perception of body movements. Furthermore, while conventional TMS paradigms can 50 reveal the causal role of cortical regions in cognitive functions, they do not inform us about the neural 51 representations in those regions. 52
Here we examined whether specific regions of the action observation network contain 53 representations of affective body movements. This was accomplished by the use of state-dependent TMS 54 which enables the selectivity of neural representations in a cortical region to be assessed (Romei et al., 2016; 55 Silvanto et al., 2008) . This approach has been previously used to examine the selectivity of neural 56 representations in various cognitive functions such as colour and motion perception (Silvanto et al., 2007; 57 Cattaneo and Silvanto, 2008) , numerical cognition (Kadosh et al., 2010) and action observation (Cattaneo et 58 al., 2011 (Cattaneo et 58 al., , 2010 Jacquet and Avenanti 2015; Sato et al. 2011) . In order to examine the role of AOS in 59 encoding the emotional aspects of dynamic biological motion, we used point-light displays (PLDs), also 60 referred to as biological motion (BM) stimuli (Johansson, 1973) , which allow isolation of motion signals 61 from others visual cues. Kinematic information contained in PLDs is sufficient for detection of emotional 62 content of human movements (Alaerts et al. 2011; Atkinson et al. 2004 Atkinson et al. , 2007 Atkinson et al. , 2012 Chouchourelou et al., 63 2006; Clarke et al., 2005; Dittrich et al. 1996) . In Experiment 1, we examined behavioural adaptation effects 64 of observed affective PLDs. We found an adaptation-like bias with incongruent stimuli recognized faster 65 than congruent ones. In Experiment 2, we used the TMS-adaptation paradigm to examine the cortical locus 66 of adaptation effects observed in Experiment 1. TMS over the aIPS -but not over pSTS nor over a visual 67 control area -reversed the behavioural adaptation for fearful stimuli, indicating that this region contains 68 neural representations selective for the fearful characteristics of human movements. 69 70
Material and methods 71
Visual stimuli and validation of emotional valence. A total of 20 PLDs were presented, depicting 10 72 different expressions of happiness and fear, respectively. These stimuli are part of a wider dataset created by 73
Atkinson and collaborators (Atkinson et al., 2004 (Atkinson et al., , 2012 . The PLDs consisted of 2 second-long digitalized 74 video clips (see Atkinson et al. 2012 for details), displaying a single actor represented as 13 white dot-lights 75 moving on a black background. The dots were positioned over the head and the main joints (one dot over 76 each ankle, knee, hip, elbow, shoulder, and hand) of the actor. Examples of the stimuli can be viewed at 77 http://community.dur.ac.uk/a.p.atkinson/Stimuli.html. We selected happy and fearful stimuli because they 78 are roughly equally arousing emotions, with opposite emotional valence (positive or negative). Prior to the 79 main experiments, we ran a pilot study to validate the PLDs in terms of quantity of movement contained in 80 the PLDs and of type and intensity of portrayed emotion. Sixteen healthy adults took part in this pilot 81 experiment (13 females, mean age = 29.63 (SD = 7.65)). All the participants provided informed consent 82 before taking part in the experiment. They were seated in front of a 24-inch monitor at a distance of about 60 83 centimetres. The stimuli were presented foveally. Each PLD was presented once, and for each video 84
participants were asked to recognize the conveyed emotion among 4 options (Fear, Happiness, Neutral and 85
Other) by pressing the corresponding button on the keyboard. The response options (appearing on the screen 86 after each stimulus) were indicated with a label placed over the keys "F, G, H, J" and were randomized 87 across participants. After the emotion recognition task, participants were asked to rate the "Intensity of the 88 emotion" and the "Quantity of movement" on a scale from 1 to 5, using the numeric keys on the top of the 89 keyboard. Stimuli were presented and responses recorded with E-Prime 2.0® (Psychology Software Tools, 90
Inc.). For each individual PLD we calculated the accuracy of emotion categorization, the rated intensity of 91 the emotion and the rated quantity of movement. Data distribution was tested for normality with Shapiro-92
Wilk test. Accuracy, Intensity and Movement were not normally distributed, so they were analysed using a 93 non-parametric test for paired data, the Wilcoxon signed rank test with continuity correction. Significance 94 thresholds were Bonferroni-corrected for 3 multiple comparisons (for each variable, we compared results 95 between the three emotional valences, hence the critical alpha was set as p < .017). There were no significant 96 differences between the happy and fearful movements for Accuracy, Movement, and Intensity, while -97 predictably -the neutral movements were rated as less intense compared with the two emotions (Table 1) . 98
This implies that the stimuli used in Experiment 1 and 2 (i.e. fearful and happy PLDs) do not differ in terms 99 of: i) recognizability between the emotional categories, ii) intensity of the expressed emotion or iii) quantity 100 of movement contained in the stimuli. Participants. Twenty-six healthy adults (14 females and 12 males, age mean = 23.58 years (SD = 105 2.95 years)) took part in the behavioural study (Experiment 1). All participants had normal or corrected-to-106 normal vision. Prior to the experiment, all participants provided written informed consent, in accordance 107 with the Declaration of Helsinki. 108
Design and procedure. Participants were seated in a comfortable chair in front of a 24-inch computer 109 screen at a distance of around 60 cm. E-Prime version 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc.) software was 110 used for stimulus presentation and response recordings. The study consisted of 12 adaptation blocks (6 with 111 happy and 6 with fearful adapters), consisting of a 1 minute adapting period followed by 8 test trials. Each 112 trial began with a white central fixation cross over a black background, lasting for 10 seconds. This was 113 followed by an adaptation period in which the same PLD was repeated 30 times (for a total duration of 60 114 sec). Participants were asked to simply watch the stimuli and focus on the emotion expressed by the actor. 115
The order of adaptation blocks was randomized. At the end of adaptation, a screen appeared asking 116 participant to "Get ready for the task", after which 8 test stimuli (4 fearful and 4 happy PLDs) were 117 presented. Half of the test stimuli were emotionally congruent and half were emotionally incongruent with 118 the adapter, and their order was randomized. The test stimuli and the adapter stimuli belong to the same 119 dataset, i.e. the same stimulus could be used as an adapter in one block or as a test stimulus in another block. 120
However, in single blocks, the adapter stimulus was always different from the test stimuli presented 121 thereafter. In other words, every stimulus could appear randomly as adapter or as a test in different blocks, 122 but not in the same block. The movie clip was presented centrally. Simultaneously with the stimulus 123 presentation, the question "Which emotion?" appeared on the upper part of the screen, and the two response 124 options ("Fear" and "Happiness") were presented on the lower part of the monitor. For each test stimulus, 125
participants were asked to categorize the expressed emotion as fast as possible by key-press. The response 126 options were indicated with a label placed over the keys "G" and "H", and the key-emotion correspondence 127 was randomized across participants. Participants were asked to respond using the index and the middle finger 128 of their right hand. The PLD was presented for a maximum of 2 seconds, while the question and the response 129 period lasted until participants responded. Accuracy and response time (RTs) were recorded. were identified on the basis of macro-anatomical landmarks. Specifically, pSTS was targeted over the 162 transition between its posterior segment and its horizontal segment (see Ochiai et al. 2004 for an overview of 7 STS anatomy). We defined the aIPS as the most rostral part of the IPS at the intersection between the 164 postcentral gyrus and the IPS (Caspers et al., 2006) . Control TMS was applied to a site corresponding to a 165 secondary visual area not primarily implied in coding for emotional aspect of visual stimuli, located between 166 BA 17 and BA 18 (see Figure 1 In Experiment 1, the overall error rate was 4.43%. A summary of the results of Experiment 1 is 219 presented in Table 2 and in Figure 3 . The two-way ANOVA showed a significant main effect of 220 "Congruence" (F (1,25) = 7.31, p-value = .012) with incongruent stimuli being recognized faster than congruent 221 ones, while the interaction between "emoTest" and "Congruence" was not significant (F ( In Experiment 2 the overall error rate was 3.87%. The three-way ANOVA showed a significant main 230 effect of "Congruence" (F (1,13) = 14.994, p-value = .002), with congruent stimuli being recognized slower than 231 incongruent ones (mean RTs: congruent = 1194 ms; incongruent = 1148 ms), suggesting the presence of an 232 adaptation after-effect for affective PLDs and confirming the results of the behavioural experiment 233 (Experiment 1). More importantly, we found a significant three-way interaction between "stimSite, emoTest 234
and Congruence" (F (2,26) = 3.546, p-value = .043). To better understand this interaction, we performed three 235 2x2 repeated measures ANOVAs in the three stimulation sites separately, with "emoTest" and "Congruence" 236 as within factors. We found a significant main effect of "Congruence" in the control site (F (1,13) = 9.329; p-237 value = .009; η 2 = .017) and in pSTS (F (1,13) = 9.393; p-value = .009; η 2 = .029), showing that the adaptation 238 after-effect persisted and hence suggesting that TMS stimulation did not have any effect on those two brain 239 areas. On the contrary, ANOVA in aIPS showed a significant interaction between "emoTest and 240
Congruence" (F (1,13) = 8.474; p-value = .012; η 2 = .022), but no significant main effects. In particular, the 241 adaptation after-effect was still present for happy test stimuli (p-value = .009; Cohen's d = -0.311, C.I. = -242 1.114, 0.459) with incongruent stimuli recognized faster than congruent ones. Conversely, the adaptation 243 after-effect was completely abolished for fearful test stimuli, to the point that we observed a trend towards an 244 inversion of the adaptation effects, i.e. congruent test stimuli were recognized faster than congruent ones (p-245 value = 0.066; Cohen's d = 0.267, C.I. = -0.459, 1.075). aftereffects has remained unexplored so far. Our study fills this gap, providing the first evidence that 264 perception of emotional whole body movements can undergo selective perceptual adaptation. The finding is 265 indicative of the existence of a neural representation selective for affective information in biological motion. 266
Absence of state-dependent effects of TMS on the early visual cortex (control condition). 267 11
The aim of Experiment 2 was to examine the neural locus of this adaptation effect for affective dynamic 268 bodily expressions. We found adaptation after-effects similar to those observed in Experiment 1 following 269 control stimulation, consisting in a behavioural disadvantage in recognizing PLDs emotionally congruent 270 with the adapter sequences (Figure 4) . Given the assumptions of TMS-adaptation paradigms, we did not 271 expect any effect of TMS on this region, because the adapted features (bodily movements) are not supposed 272 to be coded in the early visual cortex. The earliest visual body representation to be found along the visual 273 pathways is in the lateral occipital complex, way more rostral than the area that we chose as control 274 another study, TMS perturbation of V1 impaired the discrimination of neutral -but not emotional -body 278 postures, supporting the hypothesis that the encoding of the emotional content does not depend on V1 279 (Filmer and Monsell, 2013) . 280
Absence of state-dependent effects of TMS on the pSTS. 281
In contrast to the early visual cortex, the pSTS is tuned to biological motion. However, to our 282 surprise, no state-dependent effects of TMS were found. We interpreted this finding in the light of the 283 functional specialization of the pSTS. The integrity of STS is fundamental to biological motion identification 284 showed that the specific effects of static fearful facial displays as distracters in a visual search task could be 293 disrupted by anodal transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) over the right pSTS. 294
State-dependent effects of TMS on the aIPS. 295
TMS stimulation over aIPS reduced significantly the cost of adaptation, and even produced a 296 reversal of the cost of this effect, turning it into behavioural advantage. According to the TMS-adaptation 297 assumption, this finding is diagnostic for the presence neurons that were affected by adaptation changes in 298 the stimulated area (Silvanto, 2008) . Interestingly, the effects of TMS over aIPS were limited to fearful 299 PLDs, and were virtually absent for happy PLDs. What do we know about action representation in the aIPS? 300
Several lines of evidence in both human (Arfeller et al., 2013) and nonhuman primates (Borra et al., 2008; 301 Matelli and Luppino, 2001; Nelissen et al., 2011; Rizzolatti et al., 2014) indicate that the action 302 representation is hierarchically organized between a low-level pictorial representation in pSTS, and a more 303 abstract high-level representation of action goal and intention in the parieto-frontal system (Cattaneo et al. 304 2010) . Notably, among the AOS, the coding of action goals occurs exactly in the aIPS (Tunik et al., 2007) . 305
The aIPS cortex generalizes actions across effectors (Cattaneo et al. 2010 ) and is capable of encoding action 306 invariants such as action end-points, action outcomes, and environmental changes produced by actions 307 (Hamilton and Grafton, 2006; 2008) . In Experiment 2, we found evidence that the explicit recognition of the 308 communications generally relies on a core system that is likely to be located within the limbic system 314 (Adolphs & Tranel, 2003; LeDoux, 1996; Ohman & Mineka, 2001 ). However, our findings indicate that 315 (limitedly to explicit processes) some subtypes of emotional body movements may be encoded as purposeful, 316 goal-directed actions in the aIPS. Conversely, the pSTS, being the site of simple movement representation, 317
does not seem to contain a specific representation of affective movements. 318
Dissociation between fear and happiness in the aIPS. 319
State-dependent effects of TMS in aIPS were specific to fearful PLDs (Figure 4 ). Why do fearful 320 stimuli seem to be predominantly represented in the aIPS compared to happy stimuli? A possible explanation 321 13 is that the affective state of fear itself is represented in the aIPS. Alternatively, it is possible the motor pattern 322 expressing fear has characteristics that are best encoded by the aIPS, which preferentially processes goal-323 directed, purposeful movements (Cattaneo et al., 2010) . The fearful bodily movements represented in our 324 stimuli were in most cases directed towards a position in space as they depicted self-protective or avoidance 325 body movements directed away from specific threatening agents (See example videos at 326 http://community.dur.ac.uk/a.p.atkinson/Stimuli.html). On the contrary, happy stimuli (e.g. exulting, 327 clapping hands, joyful hopping) were not directed towards or away from specific sectors in space. Therefore, 328 the fear-happiness dissociation could be explained by a higher goal-directed or space oriented in fearful 329 movements, compared to happy ones. From an evolutionary point of view, the emotional movements are 330 communicative in nature, and our brain's prompt reactions to them is essential for the survival ( Darwin, 331 1872; Ekman, 1957; Grèzes et al., 2007) . In this sense, each emotional subtype has an own identity, and its 332 affective state is not dissociable from its stereotyped communicative motor behaviour. The effective 333 communication of fearful content is more likely relied on goal-directed and spatially-oriented actions than 334 happiness. We therefore favour the hypothesis that fearful movements have a more "praxic" and "goal-335 directed" quality compared to happiness. In line with that, several studies has reported that the motor system 336 We conclude that, while performing explicit categorizations (i.e. high-level cognitive task), the 343 human brain considers fearful emotional body movements as goal-directed actions. This conclusion is 344 supported by the specific recruitment of the cortical network that is specialized in processing actions. The 345 AOS therefore contains representations of affective movements, as long as these are interpreted as finalistic, 346 goal-directed, meaningful actions. On the contrary, the pSTS is known to encode biological motion 347 according to its characteristic kinematic, distinguishing it from non-human motion and is apparently not 348 encoding specifically neither fearful nor happy bodily actions. Table 1 p. 6 556 Table 1 . Results of comparisons between the three emotional valences of PLDs for Accuracy, 557
Intensity and Movement assessed in the pilot study. V is the value of the test statistic (Wilcoxon Signed-558
Rank Test for paired samples). 559 560 Table 2 p. 12 561 
